
1. ELLIE RUE is GETS A JOB OFFER 

 

“What’s the job? Ellie Rue asked. 

“It’s for a rich, older gentleman, a Dr. Duryea, I know from the Yale Club. He needs 

someone to organize the Rolodex cards for his animal rescue society. I can call his assistant right 

now. He was anxious to hire someone,” Seth said with encouragement.  

He placed his small, smooth hand on her knee. 

“I have no phone.” 

“Is that your rebellion?” 

 “I have been thinking about getting a phone, but for the time being, the payphone on the 

corner is my office.”  

Ellie Rue slid to the end of the couch. Seth’s hand stayed suspended where her knee had 

been as if it had never made contact with flesh. 

 “Mrs. Rendell is Dr. Duryea’s assistant. She handles all the office business. She’s like a 

character in a Hitchcock movie. A control freak, older, and secretly in love with the doctor. 

Although it’s really no secret,” Seth said. 

“Men of your type will soon be extinct. And yes, I am very interested in the job,” Ellie 

Rue said quoting a line from Godard’s Alphaville, which they had been discussing and quoting 

from at length over coffee. 

“Is that Natasha Von Braun? Let’s get out of here and make that Alphabet-Ville phone 

call from Avenue C.” 

 “You are dreadfully unique.” 

“Thank you, I think,” Seth said, rubbing the elbow pads on his wool suit jacket. 
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The offer of part-time work came at a perfect time. Money was tight for Ellie Rue, and 

the next phase of renovations, repairing windows, and putting up gates would cost a couple of 

hundred dollars. The wooden shutters covering the windows like medieval fortress enclosures 

with two-by-fours held in place with metal brackets had to go. The electricity was no longer 

coming from lampposts, so there would be an actual bill. Paying bills, a sign of independence, 

was also a cause for anxiety. With all the renovations and only lunchtime shifts at the restaurant, 

she had trouble making her monthly nut. 

 

 “You’re sure you want me to call the good doctor’s assistant,” Seth said.  

 He slid over to put his hand on her knee again. Ellie Rue started to see Seth in a different 

light but was not about to deal with the affectionate advances. Instead, she stretched he legs and 

arms out and twisted her torso. The cats jumped off the couch, and Seth jumped up and started 

nervously pacing.  

 “You’ll have to wear something other than overalls and combat boots for the job. It’s in a 

townhouse. Something schoolmarmish would work,” he said. 

 “Peter Pan collar, crinoline, floral?” 

 “Exactly.” 

 “I’ll find something.” 

 

 On the street corner Seth stepped inside the phone booth. While he made the call, Ellie 

Rue lingered on the corner watching an increasing flow of water gathering at the sewer drain.  

Someone was washing a car using a hose coming out of a basement door on the sidewalk. The 

gutter river gathered momentum with plastic soda bottles, a pink pacifier, and other debris being 
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ferried downstream to the sewer grate. Two newspapers’ front pages fanned across the grate 

stopping the water flow—a pool formed with the headlines wavering at curb level. Ellie Rue 

leaned over the curb to read. President Reagan said of Muammar al-Gaddafi: He’s more than a 

bad smell, the NY Post headline read. John Hinkley, Jr. shot the president. Honey, I forgot to 

duck, was the line splayed across the wilting front page of the Daily News. Ellie Rue mused that 

perhaps the two things were related when a pigeon flew down to the street and grabbed a piece of 

bread floating on the papers. The bird’s tiny treelike feet stood solid against the rushing river. 

The pigeon looked up at Ellie Rue with bread in its mouth and took off. Seth finished the phone 

call and came out of the booth clapping his hands. 

 “They want you to start on Monday, but you need to go tomorrow for an interview with 

Mrs. Rendell.” 

“That was quick. What did you say?” 

 “I told them you were distinctive.” 

 “That convinced her to hire me?” 

 “She thinks Dr. Duryea would appreciate someone a bit eccentric. The garret has a view 

of a garden. That’s always nice.”  

 “Emily Dickinson had a garret and a garden.” 

  “Instead of writing brilliant poetry, you’ll be typing and cataloging the organization’s 

Rolodex. It will be a who’s who of Upper East Side animal lovers.”   

 “Okay. I love a good Rolodex. The way the cards flip and drop, whirring by creating a 

breeze of flashing letters and names. What’s the organization?” 

  “They call it WAG. For We Adjust Growls” 

 “I get it, but it’s an odd name, but it’s a job.” 
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 “Dr. Duryea has four basset hounds. Mrs. Rendell is about 100 years old and deeply 

devoted. She’s very proper, arthritic, and runs a tight ship. It pays $8 an hour.” 

 “I’m in.” 

 “They pay by check every week.” 

“High finance.” 

“As long as you get along with Mrs. Rendell, you’ll be fine.” 

“I’ll need to get my wardrobe together with a trip to the discount bins.” 

“Don’t be too distinctive. Plain is always acceptable.” 

“A little color never hurt.” 

They finished drinking coffee. Seth went to grab Ellie Rue around the waist. It was more 

than she could deal with, and she squirmed like a hooked fish.  

“Sorry, I appreciate all you have done, but I’m not looking for any attachments right 

now,” she said. 

“I wasn’t, you were looking a little wobbly.” 

“Just still a little shaky from last night, and I have to go to work at the restaurant in a bit. 

I’ll let you know how it goes at WAG.” 

They parted ways, Seth went uptown, and Ellie Rue went upstairs to get ready for work.  

Her plan after the lunch shift was to take her tips and shop at Canal Jean for proper office wear in 

the bargain bins. 
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2. ELLIE RUE the WAITRESS ON THE WAY OUT 

 

 The Great Jones Café, a coffee shop that serviced a lunchtime drinking crowd, was on its 

way down the tubes because the owners were stealing from each other. Ellie Rue could tell 

things were not going well when they reduced her shift pay from $2.50 to $1.50 an hour.  The 

restaurant will close in the coming weeks and eventually reopen a couple of years later with a 

downhome New Orleans’ cuisine and be very successful. In 1981 it was sleepy and slow with a 

few lunch patrons who came for the cheap beer, well drinks, and burgers. Ellie Rue and one 

other waitress, Amanda, were the lunchtime serving staff. Amanda, an anorexic, wore very short, 

tight-fitting leather skirts and a vest with no shirt underneath.  On her wiry, muscled arms, the 

skin had started to sag from malnourishment. The two were friendly work buddies. Ellie Rue is a 

little plump and solid, and Amanda, wispy and fragile. Most of the customers did not pay them 

much attention, except for more alcohol. Many were professors, construction workers who 

wanted a beer or two to steady their hands before going back to work, and firefighters from 

Firehouse No. 33, right next door. The firemen were spit and polished and only drank when their 

shifts ended. They were always friendly and humble. Ellie Rue and Amanda considered them 

heroes. They were also good tippers. If an alarm sounded while they were eating, the girls would 

wrap up their meal to hold or run out and hand it up to them as the fire trucks were leaving.    

 “I think Billy has a crush on you,” Amanda said. 

 “It’s the food he has a crush on, but I wouldn’t say no if he asked me out.” 

 “He did look longingly at the burger and fries when the alarm went off.” 
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 Someone from table one raised a hand to get Ellie Rue’s attention. She was already 

relieved at the possibility of the new job at WAG. The customers were starting to annoy her, and 

this one sealed the deal. 

 “Sweetheart, I asked for fried onions with my burger. You should know by now. I always 

get fried onions. So, where are my fried onions?” 

 “Oh, geez, Professor Donnelly, the cook must have forgotten them. I’ll get them right 

away.” 

 “Screw the onions, you, and the cook. Get me another gin and tonic. I’m due back in 

Tolstoy seminar in fifteen. Just give me the bill, don’t charge me for the drink, and make it to go. 

That ought to make us even.” 

 “Well, not really, and I am not supposed to make drinks with alcohol to go.” 

 Hidden under the table, he put an arm around her leg at the knee and gave it a pull 

bringing her in close to whisper to her. She shivered, didn’t protest, but belched deep from her 

gastro functions the lingering fumes of a hangover. 

 “Phew, little lady, you got some serious breath. Just do it while your boss isn’t looking, 

and I won’t make a complaint.” 

 One of the owners sat at the bar, head in his hands, nursing a double shot of bourbon.  

 “Sure thing,” she said.   

 She took care of the customer. Adding some salt to his gin and tonic, hoping it would 

make him gag during the seminar. Mentally, she gave her notice but would not have the 

satisfaction of quitting because the owner, who was drunk by the end of the shift, told Ellie Rue 

and Amanda that this would be their last shift.  
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 “Sorry, girls, we just can’t keep up with the costs. We aren’t making enough at 

lunchtime, food costs have gone way up.” 

 Amanda started crying and went into the bathroom to throw up. Ellie Rue tried to comfort 

her standing outside the bathroom. 

 “Amanda, it’s for the best, this place sucks.” 

 “Just leave me be. You have that other job prospect. I’ll have to move back in with my 

parents.” 

 Amanda wretched again. 

 “You’ll find something else.” 

 The toilet flushing was the only response. Amanda did not come out of the bathroom. 

 “I have to go. I’m going to Canal Jean to get something to wear for the interview 

tomorrow. Wanna come with me?” 

 “No. I’ll be fine. Good luck.” 

 The owner handed Ellie Rue her shift pay of $6.00. Her tips pooled with Amanda gave 

her another $12.  She headed to Canal Jean. Turning around on the sidewalk, she smiled and 

saluted the restaurant goodbye.  

 

 

*** 

Canal Jean had moved from Canal Street to Broadway near Prince Street to a massive 

space with three floors of clothing. Painted cutouts of East Village habitues, positioned above the 

racks, pointed to the latest vintage treasures. World War II army jackets. 50s prom dresses. 

Double-breasted tweed winter coats. Lingerie in large sizes carefully curated to service the drag 

queens, burlesque performers, and other cross-dressing regulars. Then there were the blessed 
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cheap bins on the sidewalk. The clothes piled in a jumble often had stains or tears, missing a 

tassel or sequins. Every item was five dollars, and sometimes you could negotiate with the 

cashier for another dollar off if you showed them the jagged rip or broken zipper. 

With shift pay and tips, Ellie Rue dove deep into the bins. There was a mound of floral 

dresses in cotton, rayon, and silk in one bin, from khaki coveralls to demure dressy florals. There 

is joy in florals. She thought that brightening the office with colorful attire would be a plus. After 

rejecting ones that were too long or wide, she found three dresses and a pair of ballet slipper 

pumps that would be perfect. Three items. Five dollars apiece, the pumps were two dollars, and 

by the register were packs of panties, three for a dollar. She came in right on budget and prided 

herself on shopping prowess.  The clothes and the pumps were dusty and wrinkled, but nothing a 

little steam in the shower couldn’t fix.  Her confidence for getting through the interview, with 

dresses and pumps in hand, soared.  

 

3. ELLIE RUE MEETS MRS. RENDELL 

 

The townhouse on East 49th Street had a formidable marble foyer, dark paneling, and a 

single-person elevator with a sliding gate door. The interview was conducted in the front hall and 

lasted only a few minutes.  

“First off, you can never use the elevator. That is only for the doctor and the dogs,” Mrs. 

Rendell said, looking Elli Rue up and down. 

“Yes, ma’am.” 

“And don’t call me ma’am. I like your hair in those tight braids.” 

Mrs. Rendell spoke of Dr. Duryea as if he had achieved sainthood. She continued.  
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“He’s a generous man. He is an early riser. Our hours for the foundation are 8:30 to 4. 

Are you comfortable with that? We are very strict about time here.” 

Ellie Rue cringed in her tulip-flowered crinoline dress at the thought of getting up so 

early.  

“No problem, I am an early riser too. I like to get things moving early.” 

“Let’s start you on three days a week. Probationary” 

Ellie Rue did the figuring in her head. At eight dollars an hour, she would make $180 for 

the twenty-two and a half hours of work. That’s $720 a month off the books. Mrs. Rendell asked 

her to sign her name on an index card. 

 “I analyze handwriting. It’s a hobby,” she said.  

 “What does mine tell you about me?” Ellie Rue asked. 

 “I can see with the forward-leaning letters that you have lofty ambitions. You are an artsy 

person. None of that is necessary for this job. Your letters are small and tight, which purports 

attention to detail, and that is absolutely a requirement for this work.” 

 “Okay?” 

 “I’d like to do a trial run for a month, but yes, you have the job. You do dress nicely, and 

tulips are my favorite flower. As the bulbs break the earth, they announce Spring has come.” 

 “How do you feel about forget-me-nots and irises.” 

 “All flowers have a place in my heart, barring roses. I am not a fan. The thorns are so 

uninviting and remind me of my maternal grandmother. A nasty woman always wore a rose 

brooch in her lapel and sprayed our linens with rose water. It made me gag.” 

 “I think roses are okay, tough, beauty with strength.” 

 “Well, we’ll just have to agree to disagree. You can start Monday, yes?” 
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 “Yes.” 

 “Good day, then, now run along and do whatever that artsy thing is that you do.” 

 “Yes, ma’am.” 

 “I already told you, don’t call me—” 

 “Got it.” 

 

 

4. ELLIE RUE WORKS on 49th STREET 

 

 With the three dresses in her closet, Ellie Rue worried that Mrs. Rendell might notice she 

only had the three. She kept her hair braided and tamed all weekend.  On her first day she wore 

the dress with diagonal rows of forget-me-nots. The third dress was high-waisted with a pattern 

of iris. She buttoned the collars up to the neck like Flannery O’Connor and Doris Lessing in the 

photographs she hung above her desk. The first day Mrs. Rendell showed her to the garret. A 

tiny room with a small desk in a corner, lined with bookshelves and a lead casement window 

with the garden view Seth had mentioned. Sunlight came through the leaded glass stippling a 

vintage Underwood typewriter in speckled, undulating shafts. Ellie Rue shivered, and her eyelid 

twitched with excitement at the thought of sitting and typing on the typewriter’s well-used black 

metal keys.  

 “Miss Ellie Rue Solomon, that is a very nice outfit you have on today,” Mrs. Rendell 

said, eyeing the forget-me-nots with almost tearful romanticism.  

 “This is your workstation. The typewriter, your companion.” 
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 She pushed the return lever and moved the roller to its end. The carriage return bell 

sounded like a chime of good fortune. It was a winning game show indicator or a tiny magic 

genie announcing the presence and possibility of magic.  

 “We keep her very well-oiled, dusted, and a stock of new ribbons.” 

 “I will take good care of her.” 

Ellie Rue got through the first day dutifully listening to Mrs. Rendell’s instructions. After 

only two hours, Mrs. Rendell seemed exhausted. 

 “I think that will be all for today. I have a migraine, and I don’t want you to be 

overwhelmed with all that we do here, so why not go home and come back tomorrow. Today 

will count for a full day. I write the checks for the doctor, and he understands we all have a 

learning curve.” 

 “Yes, ma’am.” 

 “I told you—” 

 “Sorry, it just comes naturally.” 

 “Practice, saying, Mrs. Rendell.” 

 “Yes, Mrs. Rendell.” 

 “Good girl, that’s the ticket. See you tomorrow.” 

*** 

 The next day Mrs. Rendell was not so complimentary. Her rheumy eyes with no 

eyelashes shuttered when she was irritated. Irises were not as welcome in Mrs. Rendell’s floral 

vocabulary, or maybe she was just having a bad day.  

 “Irises are beautiful, but the yellow ones depicted on your dress are an invasive species.” 

 “Fascinating. I was not aware that a flower could be invasive.” 
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 “Enough horticulture. We have work to do.” 

  Mrs. Rendell’s facial expressions stretched like piano wire with the pull toward the bun 

she fashioned above her long bony neck. She was round and bottom-heavy with stiff, gangly legs 

that bent only disapprovingly at the knees. Ellie Rue realized she reminded her of a plump wild 

turkey she had seen loping through the woods in the Catskills. 

The garret was stuffy but comforting with books floor to ceiling—medical journals and 

the occasional Edith Sitwell poetry collection. Ellie Rue wondered why there were no books 

about the blessed canines Dr. Duryea and his WAG Foundation were committed to saving. The 

good doctor spent days in the building’s back garden tending to flowerbeds filled with zinnia, 

heliotrope, lupine, foxglove, and marigolds. Purple irises, no yellow ones. He never came to the 

third-floor garret. Ellie Rue could hear him talking to the basset hounds Lily, Tilly, Milly, and 

Philly while they ate lunch in the garden.  

 “Remember Lily, you have to take it easy on the sausage, your stomach has been on the 

fritz. Tilly, be a lady, don’t boss Lily and Philly around. They are not brilliant like you. Be kind. 

Come here, near me, let them enjoy the flowers.” 

After luncheon the dogs would come up to the garret to sleep at Ellie Rue’s feet under the 

desk. Her typing lulled them to sleep. Mrs. Rendell stood outside the door listening for the ding 

of the typewriter to make sure Ellie Rue was working and not dozing like the hounds. The dogs 

snored loudly and would wake up abruptly to shuffle out the door when the kettle for teatime 

whistled from the kitchen. The dogs brought her comfort, but they were needier than her 

admirably independent cats. Ellie Rue aspired to be like the cats and lauded their wild nature. 

She imagined having a dog, maybe even a basset hound. At some point in their slumber, all four 
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dogs turned belly up, and Ellie Rue rubbed the four pink bellies with a socked pump free foot. As 

they left for teatime, they passed Mrs. Rendell without even a sniff. 

Ellie Rue kept typing away. 

Away from the dust and rubble of 7th Street, she could daydream while doing her 

assigned tasks typing names and addresses on Rolodex cards. When the bell rang with each 

carriage return, she felt more and more as if she was a person who writes—a clarity took hold in 

her belly and fingers as if some storm inside her was ending and then swelling again. Her work 

as a lunchtime waitress was now a bluff and a blur of fried onions. The smell of the kitchen 

grease in her hair was gone, but her arms were still strong from holding four to five platters at 

once. Standing all day at the restaurant, and making a tango around the narrow spaces between 

tables, in and out of the kitchen, passing the cook and dishwasher led to suggestive and playful 

rubbing of body parts that were part of the camaraderie of the workplace, but she would not miss 

the afternoon drinkers. Having landed this new job, she felt as if she had left family behind, 

separated at the border, having crossed over the divide to employment other than restaurant 

work. Luck could be fickle, but she felt its embrace at WAG.  

With hands and fingers hovering over the keys of the great Underwood, she imagined 

recording life in the indelible ink from the tiny, raised letters at the ends of the skeletal, balletic 

arms that lifted in arcs on the way to embedding each letter on the stiff Rolodex cards. Each 

letter buried into the pulp, a minuscule treasure, even if it was only upper east side names and 

addresses around Sutton Place. After finishing typing the stack of the donors for the day, she 

made a neat pile of the cards and sat back in the hard wooden chair, giving herself and the 

Underwood a rest. At 2 pm, Mrs. Rendell would clomp down to the second floor leaving Ellie 
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Rue and the Underwood alone. Sure that Mrs. Rendell was gone, she would quietly slip in a 

blank sheet of onionskin.  

 The onionskin received the typewriter keys with a delicate patter, like a tap dancer testing 

a floor for a new routine. The dull sound of the keys on the Rolodex cards was more of a fist 

knock on a wooden door. Mrs. Rendell had acute hearing, and Ellie Rue feared she might take 

note of the sonic divergence. Nevertheless, there was renewed life force in each key. She took a 

chance and began tapping out something of her own.  

 “Let’s go, Sologirl, put your mind and fingers to the keys,” she whispered. 

 The floor-to-ceiling books seemed to shimmy and stretch in anticipation of fresh stories 

added to their ranks.   

 Sologirl was the byline she thought of for a column she dreamed of having in the East 

Village Eye. She began with an epigraph from the Lessing book she was reading. 

“But there was the tug of nostalgia…for the garden, whose every little turn or corner I 

knew in my bones.” Doris Lessing, Memoirs of a Survivor 

 

She typed away. Her typing speed was mediocre but with a heavy-handed da da da dum 

rhythm for every line. The Underwood’s stiff keys dictated the deliberate timing of each new 

word. 

 

After reading this line, I threw Lessing’s dystopian novel (not a memoir) across the room. 

I had depended on our garden for solace. I am still fuming about the pricks that stole my rose 

bush. It just seemed so unfair. I thought I was tough. Maybe I’m not tough enough? And it is only 

a rose bush, after all. But it was special, even a symbol for me of strength. The inequity of it in 

the middle of all this sweat equity is between the blood and tears. This is yet another wall I need 

to break through. The rosebush, named Hermione, after the vintage rose from which she hails, 
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was struggling to survive, but with the proper care, I had given her hope. There was little 

compensation for my nurturing from the pricks who saw dollar signs in her thorns and blooms. 

As in Lessing’s novel, my neighborhood was swarming with people lining up for drugs 

like locusts crunching on wheat. Couches are smoldering in the streets. Copper pipes ripped 

from the guts of buildings get piled into pickup trucks with no headlights. It’s a wilding of an 

existence embraced by humans, dogs, cats, rats, mice, cockroaches, water bugs, pigeons, and 

even a guy who wears a unicorn horn headdress and multiple turquoise necklaces for protection.  

He calls himself El Yunque, after the Puerto Rican rainforest. The neighborhood is dry with the 

dust of abandoned buildings. When it rains, it isn’t tropical, it’s oily.  Some think it’s the oil of 

revolution or at least a revelation that in this free-for-all land, some may see their way to steal, 

and some may rebuild. I felt defeat and did what any hormonally deranged young woman might 

do, I wrote a fucking poem! And buried it like a time capsule in the scar left by  Hermione’s 

pulled roots. 

  

Hermione Rose, Torn, Bye-Bye 

 

Hermione Rose claimed black market gold.  

Bauhaus drug chic commands a high price tag. 

Pricks with picks left no thorns, and for hard cash, it sold. 

Stolen from her home, what a drag. 

 

Torn mid-bloom, my vintage Hermione Rose, was shy, not bold 

Pale, orange petals silently unhinged, an untethered shredded flag. 

Earthly bound, healthy teeth yanked, no anesthesia, I’m told 

I wandered the garden from zig to zag. 

 

Doña Carmen’s rosebush they didn’t dare touch with hands so cold. 

Red moon blooms as large as a pit bull’s balls, now a castrated stag. 

Foxglove and cosmos shook in the shade alongside shivering marigolds. 

Lupines and lady’s mantle, the garden’s delicate mags. 

 

A tender rose with accented thorns was claimed for fool’s gold. 

Anything unchained was taken by those needing a blood poisoned gag 
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Pricks with picks ignored drew blood from thorns for hard cash highs, behold 

These words set down the abyss the pricks left thinking they had it in the bag. 

 

Mourning her pale sundrenched blooms, there is no need for a raving nag 

Hermione’s roots will be back to haunt this spot like a charred dog tag. 

 

The incident was a loss of innocence from which I am still climbing back to grasp on to 

the elusive confident self. Beautifying the neighborhood has its downside. I am a girl from the 

‘burbs, a tomboy of yesteryear, who likes to run into the messiness and the dust. Mother Nature’s 

beauty used for commerce diminishes quickly compared to the potential of a well-tended rose in 

a garden that can bring nostalgia to the fore and hope for the future. My hope in putting down 

roots (apologies for the cheap pun) was interrupted, but it made me want to hold on with a 

subversively playful fury. I hope the rose found a good home. This is SoloGirl signing off, adieu, 

for now. 

 

Ellie Rue would get lost in this onionskin tapping. Before the end of the day, Mrs. 

Rendell would inspect the completed Rolodex cards. The dogs would start to stir and snort under 

Ellie Rue’s feet, and Mrs. Rendell would speak coming up the stairs in an ‘I am about to enter 

the room’ voice. 

“Isn’t every day a beautiful day for rescuing animals? So let’s see what we have 

accomplished today. After all, it’s almost time for tea and the end of our workday.”  

Before Mrs. Rendell entered, Ellie Rue would slip the onionskin out of the typewriter and 

sit straight in the wooden office chair, tidying the Rolodex cards in a pile on the desk to make it 

look like she just finished the work. At close inspection, Mrs. Rendell rejected many of the cards, 

which would have to be redone. The scrutiny involved checking on the elaborate color-coding 

system. The logic of the system would die with Mrs. Rendell. She explained the method each 
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day with a convoluted and confusing authority. Nevertheless, Ellie Rue would always nod as if it 

was all perfectly clear.  

  “I’ve been with Dr. Duryea since 1952 and will show you how the Rolodex is 

maintained. Type the names in black ink, last name first, first name last, if there is a nickname, 

please type that in red. If there is no nickname, they are major contributors, and Dr. Duryea gives 

them the respect of proper names only. If a deceased pet is honored, type the pet’s name in 

alternate black and red letters. My advice to you, make sure the ribbons are fresh every Tuesday. 

A supply of new ribbons is a line item in the budget that I insist on, and Dr. Duryea has never 

argued. We both don’t want anything illegible, and please no typographical errors.”  

 The redoing of the Rolodex cards was a never-ending task with Mrs. Rendell’s insistence 

on perfection. As a result, on some days the coding system would inexplicably change.  

 One day, mid inspection before teatime Mrs. Rendell stayed to chat. She was 

uncharacteristically coarse in her demeanor. Ellie Rue detected a slight tinge of whiskey floating 

around her lavender-scented perfume with the close-talking, gossipy whisperings. 

“Those slobbering hounds are going to inherit all of this. I am not a fan of dogs,” she 

said. 

Ellie Rue was taken aback by the vitriol but took the position of the deferential employee 

and attempted to make conversation. 

“I have two cats that are neat but fierce.”  

“I act as if I adore the beasts to please Dr. Duryea. I think they know I don’t like them, 

but I would never want to upset the doctor.”  

“He is very sweet to the dogs,” Ellie Rue said. 
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 “As a young boy he was saved from drowning by the family’s basset hound at the lake on 

the estate in the Berkshires.” 

“Sounds gothic.” 

“Victorian.” 

“Yes, ma’am.” 

“Please.” 

“I know, don’t call you—“ 

“That’s right.” 

With her joints fused by arthritis, Mrs. Rendell swayed back and forth, rarely standing 

still, her stiff legs splayed. She wore a plaid wool skirt and jacket every day. Nothing was out of 

place except the occasional wisp of flyaway hair from the dyed black canon ball bun at the back 

of her head. The hair matched the spit-polished, chunky-heeled black oxfords she wore. Her 

waist was tiny, and her hips very broad. Each step she took rattled the loose floorboards in the 

townhouse hallways. In the marble foyer, her uneven steps echoed throughout the hundred-fifty-

year-old building. Ellie Rue rarely saw Dr. Duryea, but the opening and closing of the accordion 

elevator gate marked different times of the day. Morning coffee and the smell of soft-boiled 

eggs, luncheon on the patio was steamed cabbage and sausage, mid-afternoon nap on the 

solarium, and the end of the day tea with burned crumpets, followed by cocktails and the sweet 

smell of cherry wood pipe tobacco. 

 “He worships those hounds, and perhaps one day I will learn to love them too,” Mrs. 

Rendell said, and then sotto voce, “not likely.” 

Even with the distaste for the dogs, Mrs. Rendell held her hand to her chest every time 

she mentioned the doctor. Then, with an abrupt end to the gossip, Mrs. Rendell looked over the 
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typed cards again and found reason to reject several. Ellie Rue didn’t mind, and Mrs. Rendell 

seemed to care even less. It was as if the job was an endless Wonderland tea party. No end in 

sight. Job security and a place away from the rubble to keep at the onionskin Sologirl stories. A 

new story each day. Signing off for now. 

 

 

 


